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RosenrBBeKEs

INDO.EUROPEAN OR SUB STRATE?
grÍcvr¡ and rqpu(

If it is known that a language, like Greek, contains a gfeat nurnber of
substrate words, it must be considered every time whether a given word
belongs to one category or the other. In the present situation this means that
we often have to reconsider our Indo-European etymologies. I give two
examples.

l. çdrvr1
1.1 The word <pdrvr¡ 'manger' has a variant núOvr¡.r Chantraine (Dlcr.)

says that the change <p/0 makes it probable that the word had *bh-dh.Inthe

next line, however, he explains that the <p- originates from a secondary
(Greek) metathesis. In that case the <p- cannot be used as evidence for an old
situation.

It is assumed since Lidén in 1896 that rú0vr¡ is the oldest form, and that
the word is derived from*bhendh- 'to bind'. For the meaning he compared
Germ. Krippebeside MHG krepe'Korb' , from a meaning 'twist, twine' seen
in Gaul.-Lat. benna'chariot' and OE binn'manger, crib'. However, this is
rather doubtful since ntí0vr¡ is very recent, dating only from the lst century
B.C., while <pdcvq occurs already several times in the Iliad. For the change
na0- > qøt- one refers to Schwyzer 269. However, in this same section
Schwyzer gives examples of the metathesis of aspiration from the beginning
ofthe word to a following consonant þrobablybeginning the, or a, following
syllable). E.g. rcú0pø, and raulóç from Xø.l.róç.2 Another example is probably

One mouth of the Nile is called (Þarvrcxóv, also trcOp- (RE s.v. Phatnitikon).Butit
is stated that origin and meaning ofthe word are uncertain.
He¡e arises the problem of the regularity of sound laws. Metathesis is sometimes
assumed to be an exception (e.g. Hock, 35; 1 10f), but I am not sure that this is correct.
In any case many distinctions must be made, such as between adjacent (tk> h) :non-
adjacent, replacement of one phoneme (cabr > crab) or two phonemes Qteligro), or a
single feature (like aspiration here), vowel * r > r I vowel, the sounds r, / as against
others. Some categories are regular (e.g. Hock I l5f)). A factor may be that some rules
would be so specific that they are regular, but coverjust one case. E.g. if&pro-ror-oç
> -Kor- is defined as 'metathesis ofp and È flanking -o-, then this example is the only
instance. In our case one could assume that there were differences in time and dialect,
but it may also be that the phenomena are characteristic of the Hellenistic era. There are

Alfred Bamesberger - Theo Vennemann, Languages in Prehistoric Europe (2003), 109-l15.
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110 Robert Beekes

Xrróv as against Kr0óv. The situation here is complicated by the fact that it
is a loan (for rrr- see Fumée 136 n. 83), but the distribution agfees well with
g<irvr¡. Yet another example is probably grôórvr¡ beside nr0rírvq. Here it is
argued that it is a diminutive from æí0oç, so that the rc- must be old.
However, that must be a later consideration. According to Moeris (p. 392 P.)

rprôørcvr1 is Attic, nlOtÍrcvr1 Hellenistic (ust as in the case of <púcvr¡/ædOvr¡)'

The scholiast on Ar.8q.792 says: oi ôe na.l.aloì <prôrÍrvr¡v .l.élouorv (though

such statements may be wrong). Perhaps the following is an argument. If 0
was original, one would have expected it to become r as always happens. But
if <glôúrvq projected its aspiration, there is no problem, as there is only one

aspirated dental, so it had to become 0. In general - and this would be a

decisive point - I have not seen any evidence that Attic has forms where

aspiration was moved.3

Thus there is no reason to assume that <pd'rvr¡ was not the oldest form of the

word. Cf. alsoLejeune 1972,59 (withoutcomment), andBailly 1950 s.v. This

means that the current etymology must be abandoned, as qol- cannot be

derived from * bh endh -.4

1.2. There are also diffrculties with the meaning. In 1909 Solmsen (219 n.

3) objected that <pútvr¡ was not a basket of wickerwork because 'to twine'

['flechten'] is rather 'knüpfen' than 'to bind'. I don't think that this is correct.

It is true that Greek does not have the meaning 'to twine' from this verb (we

only find neîopø and nevOepóç). He further points to Iliad O 280 where

qúrvr¡ is called éu(éotr1, which points to a solid wooden construction. This

is serious, as is also his objection that horses were bound to the crib (IG567t
cf. Z 506: O 263), which must therefore be quite strong. I think, however,

given the parallel of Lidén, that the mariger may in older times have been of
wicker-work. Solmsen's own proposal is not convincing: given K 567f,
rpórvr¡ would be originally "die Stelle, der Gegenstand, an dem das Tier im
Stalle angebunden wurde." This is not convincing: the plgce where a horse

was bound was or became the stable and not the manger, nor is it conceivable

that a construction to which a horse was bound would become its manger.

not, I think, enough instances to solve the question. [Note that beside ÕÚtroç we also

find llúrroç, Furnée 193. Here again we may have variants due to the word being a

loanword.]
There is a form gevcrvíç (with d assimilated to the following n) which has an ¿ as seen

in the Mycenaean variant of ní0oç, qeto. This might confirm that the form with 9- is
old.
It may be observed that in neîo¡ra , where the second aspirate lost its aspiration, the g-

was analogicallyreplacedbytheunaspirated form (as often). So wewould expectaform

with r- anyhow.

Indo-Euopem or Substrate? 111

That, the other way around, a horse was tied to a crib is quite normal, is
shown by a Dutch dictionary (Van Dale), where s.v. krib ttre first example of
its use is.' het paard aan de krib binden ('tie the horse.to the crib').

Chantraine himself suggests that it is a "synecdoque pars pro toto", the
name of the 'rope' (cf. æeîopø) with which the horse is bound to the crib
being used for the crib itself. He points to 'la filière sémantique inverse' in
gopBer<Í 'halter'which is derived fromqopBi 'fodder'. Now whereas this last
development is not diffrcult ('fodder-thing'> the bandage necessary for...r),
the first ('rope' becoming 'manger') seems most improbable to me.

These explanations are ofcourse only conceived to save the etyrnology.
Even Chantraine, who accepts the etymology, concludes that the connection
with 'to bind' "reste discuté". As we have seen, the etymology is impossible
because of the form.

1.3. A few words on the meaning of <púrvr¡. LSJ give I 'manger, cnb';2.
'coffered work of a ceiling'; 3. 'socket of tooth'; 4. 'projecting platform'
(Moschio). As to the last meaning, it must rather be 'embrasure d'un vaisseau
par où on lançait des projectiles' (Bailly s.v.), as this fits the general meaning
better. As to 2., Pape says: 'wegen der Ähnlichkeit (:) die Fächer und
Vertiefungen einer getäfelten Decke'. The question arises to what kind of
manger this points. (It probably became a general word for ceiling, (Fr.)
lambris, as appears form glosses like Hes. garvópøra oøvrôó¡røra.). Nr. 3.

has a good parallel in Latin a lveolusbesíde alveus 'frough' . Manger canmean
three things: a) trough (G. Trogge,Fr. auge),b) crib (G. Krippe,Fr. øèche),
c) rack (G. Raufe,Fr. râtelier). Again, cribmaybe two things: bl) a'trough'
on a support (trestle) or b2) a manger/crib fastened to the wal.5 It is clear that
a) and bl) are impossible, as you cannot bind a horse to it. It is generally
assumed to be b2). The only exception I saw was Cootjans-Gourevitch 1983,
192, where it is said that the use for 'alvéole' comes from the meaning 'rack'.
This seems less probable to me given the Latin parallel. The conclusion for
us is that rprírvr¡ was a solid piece of wood fastened to the wall with holes
(Vertiefungen) for fodder. Thus there is nothing that points to a wicker-work
basket, though it cannot be ru1ed out that this was the older meaning.6

1.4. The conclusion must be that the semantics do not confirm the
etymology (though it is perhaps not impossible that the manger was at an
early time made of wicker-work), and that the form makes the etr¡mology

s Btt crib may perhaps also be used for 'rack', cf. older Dutch bovenkribbe and
roosterkribbe : Rost-Kríppe.

ó The meaning 'star-cluster, the Manger' does not help me to identifu the structwe.
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impossible. We can now go one step firther: the sequence å¿-l is not allowed

in Indo-European, so the word is probably non-Indo-European. That the word
is a substratum word is understandable: it is an agrarian 'instrument'. Also,

it is improbable that a word of this meaning was a loanword from an adjacent

language (outside Greek territory).

2. rr'¡pu{
2.1 The cormection of rcr1pu( with Skt. kãrú- presents many difficulties.

rrlpu€, -üroç 'herald' is already found in Mycenae an, karuke.T Note the long
ø, which is still seen inLat. cãduceus.8

The suffix -ur- fits well into the system of Pre-Greek suffixes:
-øK- -rK- -UK-

a1l with long or short vowel. To this system also belong:
-s.y- -1Y- -uY-

-q,x- -tx- -ux-
-dTY- -lYY- -uYT-

These series may be compared with
-gvO- -rvO- -uv0-

(which have variants without nasal). Note that forms with the typically Indo-

European vowels -e-, -o- do not, or rarely, occur.e See on our forms

Chantraine, 376ff Schwyzer (Gr. Gr.) 496ff. All forms seem non-Indo-

European, with one or two exceptions. The comparison of ¡leîpa( with Skt.

marya-ká- is invalid (Frisk); úocaróç 'lobster' does not have nÆ-.t0 Only for
I

7 I don't know what to do with the gloss ropÚ1qç rr¡pu(. Atopreîç H. If the o stands for

ø (either as an error in the tradition, or as an instance ofinterchange in the subshatum

language; see e.g. Furnée 341ff), then it could be a variant of r4pu( (the a could be

long). But we cannot be su¡e.
8 The accentuation rr¡pu( , given by Herodianus and often found in the manuscripts (see

the Thesaurus s.v.), poses a problem. See e.g. Bally $35 and 223. (The suprising

accentuation of rr¡pu( êorí (instead of *rr¡pú( ðofl) could be explained by original
*rrjpú( èofl > *rrìpu€ èotí, but the problem is general, cf. xl,îpa( ðotí. (I also

considered that here maybe found the originofthe accentuation: *rripÚ( éotl mayhave

been changed into *rr¡pÚ( èon, the stress of the main word being pushed back, giving

a cirumflex; this would be preferable to moving the stress to the enclitic. But it is not

probable that the accentuation befo¡e an enclitic was generalised.)
e With -er- there is only cÀónex-, with nominative -nE, a unique system in Greek, but cf.

ù,pyç, -é'c,-. In -or- there are a few words, several ofthem glosses: ?äÇ', þéþp-, þípp-,
réÀ-, þop-, otpúp-. There is nothing with -<¡r-. From those in -î{ it is difficult to

establish whether they have ê or ã (a list of forms with old e in Schwyzer 497).
to ù.a'caróçloorcrcóçisgenerallyconsideredasaderivatefromthewordfor'bone"ending

in -n-ko-.I agree with Fumée that this is 'wenig wahrscheinlich'. This was already the

Indo-Euopean or Substrate? lt3

véd( might one consider -eh¡k-, cf. vea-víaç, CS novakø .

2.2 The word rr¡pu{ would have a single 'erweiterndes' -k-. However,
there is hardly any evidence for such a -k- in Greek. Schwyzer's examples
(496) arc the following. &l.ónr¡-r-, which is an incorrect analysis. So is
yuvdr-K-. Uncertain is ¡røløróç; see Beekes 1995, 198. The following æe

alternatives to other forms: Dor. rcé.lr¡rc- for rél"r¡t- elsewhere. But this word
has -r1r/rc-, not -rlK-. The form occurs once in an inscription and hardly
proves an Indo-European process. rÂslr- beside r.l,ørð- (from the velar
forms of rc.i.øí(ro ?), ora.l.rô/r-. These forms are dialectal (analogical?) Greek
reshufflings, hardly apt to prove an Indo-European suffixation. górq 'seal'
is without etyrnology. If the root was goK-, it would have a root structure
which is forbidden in Indo-European. It is no doubt a loanword. 0r{rcq is
unclear(Chanhaine 1933,384).0pr¡vu-r-, inKorinna, is clearlythe'familiar'
suffix -u( introduced for -uç (see 2.3). Chantraine 376f has nothing more. I
conclude that an Indo-European suffix -fr- is extremely rare or non-existent
in Greek. The possibility that we have one in rr¡pu{- is therefore almost ni1.

Decisive is, of course, that it cannot explain the long -r7-.

2.3 One might take into account the possibility that -us of the Indo-
European word was replaced by -uE in Greek. There is one instarìce of this,
0pr¡vu(. As stated above this form is clearly ari instance of the normal value
of -ur-: Schwyzer (496) 'ausgeprägt umgangssprachlich', Chantraine (383)
'mots familiers'. This is quite inapt for rnpuË. I further found öpcu{ 'quail',
where the suffix is probably added to an Indo-European word. These suffixes
are frequent in animal names. And finally there is xópu(, glossed veøvíoroç
by Hesychius. It contains the root of ropévvupr,, rcoûpoç, and enters the group
of familiar words. Besides it would not explain the long -u-.rr

opinion of Hübschmann, I 14: the value of the Greek word as evidence for a stem in +t
"fÌillt nicht schwer in die Wage". - J. Schmidt 390 argues that the original form had o-
because ofóocéov etc. (the tir- being due to assimilation). This is circular: you start ûom
what you want to prove. [n fact the situation seems the reverse: the ù- forms are more
frequent; the other form occurs only once. Also, assimilation to a is not very probable:
we have ¡).órspoç, nóca¡loç, ó p¡aþoÇ, etc. The o- can be due to secondary association
with ôoréov, or it may be an instance of the interchange a/o in subsüatum v/ords
(Fumée 339fÐ. If ó- was original, one would expect that the association with 'bone'
would have prevented assimilation. A stem in -n of the'bone'word is not known
further in Greek nor anywhere else outside Indo-kanian except Celtic. (Cf. already
Hübschmann; and since then the Hittite evidence confirmed this.) One often invokes
Skt. an-ástha-ka-, but this form is based on an o-stem (AiGr. tr l, 102; wouldbe Gr.
*óoro-ro-). Greek has animal names in ôpíOaroç, rþr.rraróç, and many in -a(. So in
all probability the word is a substratum word with &- and -ar-.

" I found two more cases with -u( beside -uç. They are pl,érueç (p1.) beside Bl"íru(; and
perhaps póôu( (and pô.î.uO beside pôIuç.
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impossible. We can now go one step firther: the sequence å¿-l is not allowed

in Indo-European, so the word is probably non-Indo-European. That the word
is a substratum word is understandable: it is an agrarian 'instrument'. Also,

it is improbable that a word of this meaning was a loanword from an adjacent

language (outside Greek territory).

2. rr'¡pu{
2.1 The cormection of rcr1pu( with Skt. kãrú- presents many difficulties.

rrlpu€, -üroç 'herald' is already found in Mycenae an, karuke.T Note the long
ø, which is still seen inLat. cãduceus.8

The suffix -ur- fits well into the system of Pre-Greek suffixes:
-øK- -rK- -UK-

a1l with long or short vowel. To this system also belong:
-s.y- -1Y- -uY-

-q,x- -tx- -ux-
-dTY- -lYY- -uYT-

These series may be compared with
-gvO- -rvO- -uv0-

(which have variants without nasal). Note that forms with the typically Indo-

European vowels -e-, -o- do not, or rarely, occur.e See on our forms

Chantraine, 376ff Schwyzer (Gr. Gr.) 496ff. All forms seem non-Indo-

European, with one or two exceptions. The comparison of ¡leîpa( with Skt.

marya-ká- is invalid (Frisk); úocaróç 'lobster' does not have nÆ-.t0 Only for
I

7 I don't know what to do with the gloss ropÚ1qç rr¡pu(. Atopreîç H. If the o stands for

ø (either as an error in the tradition, or as an instance ofinterchange in the subshatum

language; see e.g. Furnée 341ff), then it could be a variant of r4pu( (the a could be

long). But we cannot be su¡e.
8 The accentuation rr¡pu( , given by Herodianus and often found in the manuscripts (see

the Thesaurus s.v.), poses a problem. See e.g. Bally $35 and 223. (The suprising

accentuation of rr¡pu( êorí (instead of *rr¡pú( ðofl) could be explained by original
*rrjpú( èofl > *rrìpu€ èotí, but the problem is general, cf. xl,îpa( ðotí. (I also

considered that here maybe found the originofthe accentuation: *rripÚ( éotl mayhave

been changed into *rr¡pÚ( èon, the stress of the main word being pushed back, giving

a cirumflex; this would be preferable to moving the stress to the enclitic. But it is not

probable that the accentuation befo¡e an enclitic was generalised.)
e With -er- there is only cÀónex-, with nominative -nE, a unique system in Greek, but cf.

ù,pyç, -é'c,-. In -or- there are a few words, several ofthem glosses: ?äÇ', þéþp-, þípp-,
réÀ-, þop-, otpúp-. There is nothing with -<¡r-. From those in -î{ it is difficult to

establish whether they have ê or ã (a list of forms with old e in Schwyzer 497).
to ù.a'caróçloorcrcóçisgenerallyconsideredasaderivatefromthewordfor'bone"ending

in -n-ko-.I agree with Fumée that this is 'wenig wahrscheinlich'. This was already the
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véd( might one consider -eh¡k-, cf. vea-víaç, CS novakø .

2.2 The word rr¡pu{ would have a single 'erweiterndes' -k-. However,
there is hardly any evidence for such a -k- in Greek. Schwyzer's examples
(496) arc the following. &l.ónr¡-r-, which is an incorrect analysis. So is
yuvdr-K-. Uncertain is ¡røløróç; see Beekes 1995, 198. The following æe

alternatives to other forms: Dor. rcé.lr¡rc- for rél"r¡t- elsewhere. But this word
has -r1r/rc-, not -rlK-. The form occurs once in an inscription and hardly
proves an Indo-European process. rÂslr- beside r.l,ørð- (from the velar
forms of rc.i.øí(ro ?), ora.l.rô/r-. These forms are dialectal (analogical?) Greek
reshufflings, hardly apt to prove an Indo-European suffixation. górq 'seal'
is without etyrnology. If the root was goK-, it would have a root structure
which is forbidden in Indo-European. It is no doubt a loanword. 0r{rcq is
unclear(Chanhaine 1933,384).0pr¡vu-r-, inKorinna, is clearlythe'familiar'
suffix -u( introduced for -uç (see 2.3). Chantraine 376f has nothing more. I
conclude that an Indo-European suffix -fr- is extremely rare or non-existent
in Greek. The possibility that we have one in rr¡pu{- is therefore almost ni1.

Decisive is, of course, that it cannot explain the long -r7-.

2.3 One might take into account the possibility that -us of the Indo-
European word was replaced by -uE in Greek. There is one instarìce of this,
0pr¡vu(. As stated above this form is clearly ari instance of the normal value
of -ur-: Schwyzer (496) 'ausgeprägt umgangssprachlich', Chantraine (383)
'mots familiers'. This is quite inapt for rnpuË. I further found öpcu{ 'quail',
where the suffix is probably added to an Indo-European word. These suffixes
are frequent in animal names. And finally there is xópu(, glossed veøvíoroç
by Hesychius. It contains the root of ropévvupr,, rcoûpoç, and enters the group
of familiar words. Besides it would not explain the long -u-.rr

opinion of Hübschmann, I 14: the value of the Greek word as evidence for a stem in +t
"fÌillt nicht schwer in die Wage". - J. Schmidt 390 argues that the original form had o-
because ofóocéov etc. (the tir- being due to assimilation). This is circular: you start ûom
what you want to prove. [n fact the situation seems the reverse: the ù- forms are more
frequent; the other form occurs only once. Also, assimilation to a is not very probable:
we have ¡).órspoç, nóca¡loç, ó p¡aþoÇ, etc. The o- can be due to secondary association
with ôoréov, or it may be an instance of the interchange a/o in subsüatum v/ords
(Fumée 339fÐ. If ó- was original, one would expect that the association with 'bone'
would have prevented assimilation. A stem in -n of the'bone'word is not known
further in Greek nor anywhere else outside Indo-kanian except Celtic. (Cf. already
Hübschmann; and since then the Hittite evidence confirmed this.) One often invokes
Skt. an-ástha-ka-, but this form is based on an o-stem (AiGr. tr l, 102; wouldbe Gr.
*óoro-ro-). Greek has animal names in ôpíOaroç, rþr.rraróç, and many in -a(. So in
all probability the word is a substratum word with &- and -ar-.

" I found two more cases with -u( beside -uç. They are pl,érueç (p1.) beside Bl"íru(; and
perhaps póôu( (and pô.î.uO beside pôIuç.
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One might of course assume that -us was replaced by -ùr-. This is also
highly improbable, as there are only a very few words with this suffix, and
their meanings are far removed fiom 'herald'. I found: þót-lpr( 'silk-worm',
òoíôu( 'pestle' and ordvôu( 'wild chervil' (v.1. for -r().12 It would be strange,
then, if exactly this suffix was adopted for the Indo-European word for
'herald'.

2.4 The reconstruction of an Indo-European protoform for the Greek and
Sanskrit words is not without difficulties. Maynhofer EWAia derives the
Sanskrit word flom the root KlR1l 'rühmen, preisen', but expresses doubt by
adding "Nicht besser zu KAR..." He then comes to a reconstruction*karHu-,
with a and lengthened grade. Schmitt 30 I f posits * keh rrø-. This was accepted
by 

".g.Lubotsþ 
35. It implies aroot*kehtr-, with metathesis in the zero

grade, leadingto *kerhr-. Roots of this shape are rare, but they seemto occur.
However, nothing else in the Sanskrit root points to the assumed older shape.

2.5 The meaning of the Sanskrit word is 'Lobsänger, singender Priester,

Verki.indiger, Dichter'. It has been proposed that the semantic differences can

be bridged. Thieme 1938,75 pointed out that the 'bard' was wandering. Indra
says to him: "Wandere singend umher." Of course, a rcr¡pu( is not a singer and
does not wander. The Greek official is a 'Gefolgsmann eines Fürsten' (K1.

Pauly s.v.), "mit einer Reihe von Aufgaben in unterschiedlichen Bereichen"
(LfgrE s.v.). It is not certain that he had a religious function in Mycenaean
times (Aura Jorro s.v. ). If he had, it would not be very surprising: in ancient
times religion was so dominant that it could hardly be expected not to be the
case. In the LfgrE an explicit attempt is made to show apossible development
of the functions. No matter how they may be, the functions are not (near)
identical, and we cannot know whether they had been so.

2.6.ln conclusion we can say the following. The Greek form cannot be

explained on the basis of Indo-European. The proposed Indo-European
protoform can be doubted. And the meanings too cannot be shown to have
been identical. On the other hand, the form f,rts perfectly in what we know of
the Greek substrafum language. We also know that several terms for leading
functions in society, like BøolÀeúç, were taken over from there. And I think
that the picture of the Homeric 'herald' fits very well into the Minoan palatial
society. The function may have been something like this: "As head of the
constabulary it was his duty to maintain justice, arrest evildoers, issue
ordinances to the city, and when the ru1er sat in judgment, to set up his throne
and hand him the symbol of authority, the sceptre. ...(he) is also in charge of

" It should be noted, however, that in many cases the length of the ¿¿ is unknown; they are

then mostly given as short for convenience's sake. Thus, if the accent of pfpu{ is

correct, it should have long a (et¡'rn. dict. s.v. prlpurd(opar).
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policing the courtyard...where the audience seekers throng and of assigning
to each their place in line." (The description is taken from the court of a
Sumerian god; Jacobsen 82.) - A 'herald' may have different origins. The
English word comes from Frankish *hari-waldi 'commander of an army'
('army' a'¡ule, wield').

The conlusion is that the et¡.irnology with Skt. karú- mvsfbe given up. Gr.
kãruk- is a word from the Greek substratum language.
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